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Abstract 

Polymeric materials are largely employed for the manufacturing of implants for various 

reasons, but they are typically invisible by conventional imaging methods. To improve surgical 

procedure and postoperative implant follow-up though, biomaterials are needed which allow an 

accurate and efficient imaging. Here, we present a direct and versatile strategy that allows to 

covalently immobilize T1 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agents at the surface of 

various clinically relevant polymeric biomaterials. An aryl-azide bearing complex of 1,4,7,10-

tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) and gadolinium (Gd) has been 

synthesized for easy photografting onto polymer surfaces. Polycaprolactone (PCL), polylactide 

(PLA), polyurethane (PU), polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and polypropylene (PP) have been 

selected as clinically relevant substrates and successfully functionalized with the photosensitive 

MRI probe DOTA/Gd. Following in vitro assessment of their biocompatibility and MRI 

visibility, commercial MRI-visible PP hernia repair meshes (MRI-meshes) have been prepared. 

MRI-meshes have been implanted in rats for in vivo evaluation of their imaging capacities over 

1 month. Histological evaluation and Gd biodistribution studies have been carried out 

confirming the potential of this straightforward approach to simply yield imageable medical 

devices. 
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1. Introduction 

Implantable medical devices (IMD) represent a keystone of modern medicine and will continue 

to be essential to human health improvement as demonstrated by the increasing demand (eg. 

among elderly population) that supports a  ̴5% annual growth.1-2 Among them, polymeric IMDs 

represent one of the major class along with metallic or ceramic ones. This preponderance is 

explained by the fact that polymeric biomaterials can be tailored to most requirements of the 

target medical applications: durability or degradability, mechanical properties ranging from 

rigid to soft, ease of process and sterilization and so forth. Polymeric IMDs are therefore present 

in all surgical specialties including orthopedics, cardiovascular, ocular, visceral or 

gynecological surgeries. One main drawback remains however the quasi-absence of medical 

imaging possibilities of the polymeric IMDs. This is a strong limitation considering that image-

guided surgical procedures are increasingly used for improved outcomes of IMDs 

implantation.3-7 Making polymeric IMDs visible under clinical imaging modalities can 

therefore help to increase their implantation success rates, but also allow accurate and efficient 

postoperative imaging to evaluate migration, shrinkage, or even fate in the case of temporary 

IMDs.8-11 It is therefore of prime importance to propose biomaterials designed to meet the 

criteria of current clinical imaging, subsequently reducing the incidence of complications and 

facilitating early diagnostics.  

All imaging modalities are potentially affected by such developments,12 however magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI), and X-ray radiography/computed tomography (CT) remain to date 

the predominant fields of investigations when clinical outcomes are foreseen. Despite their low 

sensitivity compared to other imaging modalities, they offer a combination of convenient non-

invasive application, high spatial resolution, absence of limit on tissue penetration depth, 

tomographic capability and relative low cost. As a consequence, X-ray and MRI contrast agents 

(CA) of various natures have been developed in the past and are still used in the clinic such as 

metal rings for enhanced angioplasty procedures, sulfate barium loaded thermoplastics to 

produce radiopaque IMDs and surgical tools or the routine gadolinium-based blood pool 

contrast agents. However, these CAs exhibit inherent drawbacks either in terms of spatial 

resolution (e.g. metallic rings that do not allow visualization of the whole IMD), temporal 

resolution (leaching of molecular CAs), or toxicity (e.g. acute renal toxicity or adverse allergic 

and pseudo-allergic reactions for X-ray CAs).13-14 In particular, the use of MRI CAs based on 

gadolinium (Gd) is in debate. The main reason being at risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis 

(NSF), which is associated with the toxicity of free Gd(III). Despite a low occurrence that is 



limited to renal impaired patients and mostly to the first generation of linear chelating agents, 

NFS has been the first threat upon Gd-based CAs.15 In addition, recent reports mentioning Gd 

accumulation in the brain may further sound the death knell for Gd-based CAs16 as confirmed 

by the recent restrictions and even suppression of some linear gadolinium agents following the 

conclusions of the European Medicines Agency.17 It is therefore mandatory to propose 

alternatives to low molecular weight Gd-based CAs for MRI medical imaging of IMDs or find 

methods allowing imaging with limited doses of CAs. 

For instance, one approach relies on the development of specific MRI-sequences that can allow 

for the detection of biomaterials without addition of CAs. Commercial polyethylene 

terephthalate meshes coated with collagen have for example been visualized in vivo in 

preclinical models using amide-proton transfer MRI.18 Although interesting and promising, this 

approach is still limited to research and will require significant technological developments of 

imaging instruments before translation into clinic. Replacement of Gd-complexes by other and 

safer metal-complexes, for example Fe-complexes as T1 contrast agents, is also currently under 

investigation19. Another strategy is the development of MRI-visible polymers used as 

macromolecular contrast agents that can be embedded in the IMD or used as coatings. This 

includes the use of commercially available polymers comprising fluorine (e.g. polyvinylidene 

fluoride, PVDF) for 19F MRI20-21 or synthesis of new copolymers integrating an MRI probe in 

the polymer chain like fluorinated repeating units,22-25 or nitroxide groups.26 However, again, 

fthe translation into the clinic requires the development of dedicated clinical tools as well as 

approval of these new contrast agents. In an attempt to circumvent these drawbacks, various 

macromolecular contrast agents embedding the existing and approved contrast agents (DTPA 

or DOTA) as repeating units or chain-ends have been designed.12 In this context, hydrophobic 

coatings for IMDs based on degradable poly(-caprolactone)27-28 or biostable poly(methyl 

(meth)acrylate)29-30 have been developed. This approach has the advantage of ensuring long 

term visibility of the IMDs while drastically decreasing the required amount of Gd, which 

guaranties low if any toxicity compared to repeated bolus injection of Gd-based CAs.31 

However, it requires an additional step of coating which can potentially be associated to 

delamination depending on the nature of the IMD. 

An elegant and effective alternative would consist in the surface modification of IMDs to 

immobilize CAs at their surface. Yet,  to the best of our knowledge, no simple surface 

modification methodology exists to date that is applicable to a large variety of polymeric 

biomaterials and that allows their functionalization to make them MRI-visible while 



maintaining their intrinsic functionalities and properties. We recently reported on the use of 

photo-reactive aryl-azide moieties and their potential to easily impart surface properties to a 

large variety of polymeric substrates.32 Taking advantage of this methodology, we present here 

a direct and versatile strategy that allows to covalently immobilize T1 MRI CAs at the surface 

of various clinically relevant biomaterials. In more detail, the synthesis of an aryl-azide bearing 

complex of 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) and Gd (MRI-

clip) and its photografting are described. Following an initial in vitro assessment of this 

approach in terms of biocompatibility and  MRI visibility, its potential is demonstrated in vivo 

with modified commercial polypropylene hernia repair meshes (MRI-meshes).  Visualization 

of mesh over 1 month, histological and Gd biodistribution evaluations are used to confirm the 

potential of this straightforward approach to yield imageable medical devices. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Materials and methods 

4-azidoaniline hydrochloride was purchased from TCI Europe (Zwijndrecht, Belgium) and 

2,2',2''-(10-(2,6-dioxotetrahydro-2H-pyran-3-yl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-

triyl)triacetic acid (DOTA-GA anhydride) was purchased from Chematech (Dijon, France). All 

other materials were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St Quentin Fallavier, France) and were used 

without further purification. Medical grade polypropylene (PP) used for surgical mesh for 

hernia repair was obtained from Luxilon (Antwerp, Belgium). Medical grade poly(ether ether 

ketone) (PEEK-Optima, Invibio) films were kindly provided by AO Research Institute. 

Poly(lactide) (PLA) was synthesized by bulk-ring opening copolymerization of L-lactide (92%) 

and DL-lactide (8%) (PURAC, Lyon, France) using tin 2-ethylhexanoate as catalyst. PLA and 

PP were pressed into 0.5-2 mm thick disks at 180°C and 5t for 30-45min using a Carver Manual 

Bench Top Laboratory Press and subsequently cut into disks or films. Polyurethane (PU) films 

were cut from a percutaneous nephrostomy catheter (Rüsch, 340014), PP meshes samples were 

cut out Dynamesh-PP meshes.  

ICP-MS Analyses. Gd3+ was quantified using an Element XR sector field ICP-MS (inductively 

coupled plasma-mass spectrometry) at Géosciences in Montpellier (University of Montpellier). 

Internal standardization used an ultrapure solution enriched with indium.  

1H and 13C NMR analyses. NMR analyses were carried out on a BRUKER Avance III – 500 

MHz spectrometer. 



 

2.2. Synthesis of photoreactive 2-(4,7,10-triacetic acid)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecan-1-

yl)pentanedioic acid gadolinium complex (Gd-DOTA-N3)  

Functionalization of DOTA was performed as described elsewhere.33 In detail, in an evacuated 

schlenk-flask 42.0 mg (0.246 mmol, 1.2 eq.) 4-azidoaniline hydrochloride was dissolved in 

2 mL anhydrous DMF. 34.5 µL (0.249 mmol, 1.2 eq.) TEA and 100 mg (0.202 mmol, 1 eq.) 

DOTA-GA anhydride (2,2',2''-(10-(2,6-dioxotetrahydro-2H-pyran-3-yl)-1,4,7,10-

tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)triacetic acid) were added. The reaction mixture was stirred 

for 2 h at 45°C and continued to be stirred at room temperature (RT) overnight. The solvent 

was removed under high vacuum and mild heating. The residue was dissolved in 2 mL 

MeOH/CHCl3 (2/1; v/v) and precipitated with 2 mL diethyl ether. Subsequently the precipitate 

was centrifuged, dried, dissolved in H2O and lyophilized to obtain the product as a yellow-

brownish powder (85%).  

1H NMR (500 MHz, MeOD, δ): 7.57 (d, -CH-); 7.33 (m, -CO-NH-); 7.01 (d, -CH-); 3.95-2.69 

(m, -CO-CH2-N-; -CH2-N-; -CH2-CH-N-; -CO-CH2-CH2-); 2.15-1.95 (m, -CH2-CH-N-;) 

(Figure S1). 13C NMR (500 MHz, MeOD, δ): 179 and 177 (-CHCOOH, isomer 1 and 2, 

respectively); 174 and 173 (-CONH-, isomer 1 and 2, respectively); 171 (-CH2COOH); 143 

(CH-N3); 130 (aromatic CH-NHCO); 123 and 120 (aromatic CH); 64 and 61 (-CHCOOH 

isomer 1 and 2, respectively); 57 (-CH2COOH); 56 (CH2-N(CH)-CH2); 54 and 51 (CH2-

N(CH2)-CH2); 33 and 32 (CH2-CH2-CONH); 21.5 and 20.5 (CH2-CH2-CONH) (Figure S2). 

TOF MS ES+ m/z: 593.27 calculated for [C25H37N8O9]
+ found at 593.27 and its fragments at 

565.26 [C25H37N6O9]
+, 347.19 [C14H27N4O6]

+, 283.14 [C25H38N6O9]
2+, 219.08 [C11H15N4O]+. 

The complexation of DOTA-N3 was done under various conditions (Table S1). In general, 

DOTA-N3 and GdCl3∙6H2O were dissolved in H2O, which was subsequently adjusted to pH 5-

7 with 1M NaOH. In a typical procedure (Table S1, last row), 34.8 mg of DOTA-N3 and 20.6 

mg of GdCl3∙6H2O were used and the final solution volume was of 5 mL. The reaction mixture 

was shaken for 2h to 16h at various temperatures (RT to 80°C). The solution was diluted with 

more H2O and treated with Chelex 100 to remove free Gd. The treatment was repeated until 

free Gd was below 15 µM in a 1g/L solution of Gd-DOTA-N3 as detected with the methyl 

thymol blue (MTB) test.34 Gd content ranged from 14-30%. 

 



2.3. Preparation of MRI-visible polymer surfaces by photomodification  

Clean polymer (e.g. PLA, PLA-Pluronic-PLA, PLGA, PCL, PP, PEEK, PU) surfaces (film, 

mesh, pellet) heated to temperatures from RT to 80°C were spray coated with 5 g/L Gd-DOTA-

N3 dissolved in degassed MeOH, air dried and irradiated for 20 min using a chromatography 

lamp VL-4C (254 nm, 8W) which was positioned 2-3 cm above the surface. Subsequently the 

surface was rinsed with H2O and EtOH. Based on our previous work32 the modification step 

was repeated 5 times to increase surface coverage. Final purification was realized by 

ultrasonication in deionized water for 20 min. 

 

2.4. Evaluation of biocompatibility of the polymer surfaces modified by Gd-DOTA-N3  

Fibroblasts L929 cells (ECACC 85011425) were maintained in DMEM high glucose 

supplemented with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 2mM L-glutamine and 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin and cultured at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were tested mycoplasms-free. 

2.4.1. Cytotoxicity assay via direct contact method 

L929 cells were seeded at 1.7x104 cells per well in a 24-well plate and allowed to attach 

overnight under appropriate atmosphere. Polymers PLA and PP with and without Gd complex 

were cut in order to cover about 1/10 of the well surface (as mentioned in ISO 10993-5 

guidelines). Decontamination was realized: first step with ethanol 70% followed by 3 washing 

steps with PBS-penicillin/streptomycin 10% and then PBS only.  

The cell growth medium was replaced and the decontaminated polymer films were placed on 

top.  After 48h incubation under appropriate atmosphere, polymers were removed and cell 

viability was assessed by Prestoblue® cell viability assay (Invitrogen, A13261) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, Prestoblue® was added at 10% in growth medium and 

after 45 minutes incubation fluorescence at 590nm was measured using CLARIOstar® (BMG 

LABTECH’s) microplate reader. Wells without addition of polymers films were used as 

controls. (n=4) 

 

2.4.2. Cell proliferation assay 

Polymers PLA and PP with and without Gd complex were cut in order to cover 24-well plate 

surfaces (1.9 cm²). Polymer discs were swabbed with paper soaked with ethanol 70% and then 

rinsed with 3 baths of PBS-penicillin/streptomycin 10% and then with PBS only.  



L929 cells were seeded on the surface of polymer held by o-ring, at 2x105 cells per well (drop 

of 40µL in the center of the well) in a 24-well non-treated plate and incubated under appropriate 

atmosphere for about 2h, time for cells to adhere. Then after rinsing off non-adherent cells with 

PBS, fresh growth medium was added. Cell proliferation at 24, 48 and 120 h was assessed by 

using Prestoblue® cell viability assay (Invitrogen, A13261) according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. Tissue culture polystyrene wells treated or not treated for cell proliferation (TC 

treated and TC non treated) without addition of polymers films were used as controls (n=4).  

 

2.5. In vitro MRI imaging  

In vitro MRI evaluation of MRI-visible polymer plates was performed using a 7T BIOSPEC 

70/20 Bruker machine equipped with BGA12 gradients (675 mT / m) and a bird-cage type 35-

mm resonator. In the case of MRI-visible PP meshes, they were also characterized on a 9.4 T 

Agilent DD2 system operating at a frequency of 400 MHz with GC156/100 gradients 

(400 mT/m) and a Quadrature Volume Coil with an internal diameter of 43 mm from Rapid 

Biomedical. Samples were embedded in a degassed 1% (w/w) low-gelling point agarose gel 

prior to imaging. Figure 3 presents the images recorded on the 7T Bruker MRI scanner using a 

3D-spin echo sequence (Field Of View FOV 3 × 3 × 1 cm matrix 128 × 128 × 48, TR = 3000 

ms, TE = 8 ms (TEeff = 16 ms)), RF = 8, total acquisition time of 0:51) with an inversion delay 

of 1300 ms to allow for the nulling of the gel as previously described.27 Figure 4 presents the 

images recorded on the 9.4 T Agilent MRI scanner using a multiple spin echo multi slices 

protocol with an inversion delay (TI = 985 ms), a repetition time (TR = 3000 ms), an echo time 

(TE = 10,21ms), a FOV of 40mm×40mm with a thickness of 0.5 mm (no gap) and an acquisition 

matrix (NREAD×NPHASE) = 192×192. All MRI processing and visualization were done using 

homebuilt programs under Matlab environment and ImageJ. This protocol was repeated on the 

9.4T MRI Agilent scanner after a storage of 6 and 12-months at 4°C, in order to study the 

stability of the implant with time.  

 

2.6. In vivo experiments 

2.6.1. Animals 

All experiments were conducted in the experimental laboratory of the Faculty of Medicine of 

University of Montpellier. Seven Wistar Han female rats, weighing 200-220g, were purchased 

from the Charles River Laboratories® (L’Arbresle, France). Wistar Han rats were chosen 



because of their robustness and their low cost compared to large animal. Furthermore, their 

corpulence was most adapted to MRI available in our center. 

All investigations were carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide 

for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The protocol was approved by the Committee on 

the Ethics of the French Ministry of Education and Research (approval n°201605111534248). 

All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering and to use the minimum number of animals 

necessary to produce reliable scientific data. All the animals were in quarantine for one week 

prior to treatment. They were housed in individual cages in a room at 22°C with a humidity rate 

of 55% (+/-10%) with free access to food (SAFE®) and tap water. They were examined, 

weighed and their litter changed daily, respecting the guide of good practices and animal 

welfare.   

 

2.6.2. Surgical procedure for mesh implantation  

Four female Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories) were used for mesh implantation (Group 

1). The rats were anesthetized by an intra-peritoneal injection of ketamine (80mg/kg) and 

xylazine (5mg/kg). A second injection of ketamine was performed if necessary. Animals were 

placed in a ventral position, the back area was shaved and prepared with iodine solution and 

then they were draped in a sterile fashion. A subcutaneous injection of xylocaine (0.1%) was 

made to minimize post-operative pain. A cutaneous incision of 2 cm was made on each side of 

the backbone 1cm below the chest. The fascia of lumbar muscle was incised in both sides and 

an interspace was created in the muscles by dissection.  

We inserted a 1cm * 1,5 cm polypropylene MRI-visible mesh in the right interspace, a 1 cm * 

1,5 cm polypropylene control mesh was inserted in the left area. The muscle layer was closed 

by continuous suture of 3/0 absorbable suture and the skin was closed by continuous suture of 

3/0 absorbable suture.  

Three female Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories) were used as controls (Control Group). 

They underwent surgical procedure without any mesh implantation, two incisions were made 

as previously described and then closed with absorbable suture. 

To avoid any bias in surgical procedure especially in implantation sites, the same surgeon 

implanted all the meshes. 



Post-operative monitoring was performed daily including assessment of the overall condition, 

of the weight and of the skin healing. If there were signs that could indicate a physical suffering 

of the animal (apathy, prostration, weight loss > 15%, evisceration), euthanasia would have 

been performed. MRI images were performed at one week, two and four weeks under isoflurane 

anesthesia.  

 

2.6.3. Explantation, histological evaluation and biodistribution 

Rats of Group 1 were euthanized after a 1-month postoperative period by an intra-peritoneal 

injection of pentobarbital (0.5 mL/kg). All meshes were explanted with surrounding tissues. 

Samples were immersed in 10% formalin at RT for 24 hours, washed twice in Phosphate-

buffered saline solution and then immersed in 70% ethanol and kept at 4°C. Then tissue samples 

were embedded in paraffin. Paraffin blocks were cut into 3 µm thick sections. Prepared sections 

were then stained with hematoxylin-eosin-safran HES ((RHEM histology facility, Montpellier). 

Lesion intensity (i) and spreading (d) were graded by one senior pathologist (FB), blinded to 

the origin of the samples. Lesion intensity was graded from i0 (absence) to i4 (severe) according 

to the presence of inflammatory zones. Lesion spreading was evaluated from d0 (no lesion) to 

d2 (peripheral distribution). Results were compared with the control rats. 

To detect Gd release from the MRI-visible meshes and Gd accumulation in selected tissues, 

liver, kidneys, skin and bone samples of Group 1 and Control Group were also explanted. For 

skin and bone samples, sites of sampling were chosen in the closest vicinity to the implanted 

meshes (above the implanted mesh at the surgery site for skin samples, piece of the most 

adjacent rib for bone samples). Three additional female Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories) 

were used as control for gadolinium accumulation following intra venous injection of 0.2 ml/kg 

of 0.5 mmol/ml gadoteric acid (Dotarem®) as used in clinic (Group 2). They were then 

sacrificed after 1-month post-injection before explantation of liver, kidneys, skin and bone 

samples (in the same locations as for Group 1). All organs were degraded by exposure for 2 

days to 65% HNO3 at 100 °C. The resulting residues were dissolved in 10 mL of diluted HNO3 

and Gd was quantified by ICP-MS. 

 

 

 



2.7. In vivo MRI imaging 

In vivo 1H-MRI investigations were performed on a 9.4 T Agilent DD2 MRI scanner operating 

at a frequency of 400 MHz with GC156/100 gradients (400 mT/m) and a Quadrature Volume 

Coil showing a 63 mm internal diameter. In order to follow up the implant, longitudinal study 

was done at 1, 2 and 3 weeks after implantation. For each time point rats were anesthetized 

using isoflurane (induction at 4% and experiment around 2%) and monitored using MR 

compatible small animal monitoring and Gating System (Minerve Siemens A.G., Erlangen, 

Germany) / RS2D (Haguenau, France). Respiration was maintained about 50 breath/min by 

adjusting isoflurane level and oxygen flow rate. In order to facilitate localization and analysis 

a water reference was put on the opposite side of the implant. Gradient echo MRI pulse 

sequences synchronized with the respiration in order to reduce motion artefacts (breathing 

period was about 1.2 s) were optimized for the case of in vivo study in order to reveal the fast 

relaxing tissues around the IMD and by keeping an experimental duration about 15’. The 

following parameters were selected: repetition time (TR) = 1500 ms; echo time (TE) =12 ms; 

Flip angle = 90; AVG = 1; FOV = 120 mm× 60 mm; 6 slices; thickness: 0.5 mm; gap = 0 mm; 

acquisition matrix (NREAD×NPHASE) = 1024×512; inversion time (TI) = 50 ms. All MRI 

processing and visualization were done using homebuilt programs under Matlab environment 

and ImageJ. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Preparation of Gd-DOTA-N3 and surface modification 

Aryl-azides are well known for their ability to generate highly reactive nitrenes leading to 

insertion into CH bonds and thus into polymer backbones. We recently presented this chemistry 

to furnish polymer substrate with antibacterial properties.32 Here, we adapted the same grafting 

onto method to functionalize polymer substrates with Gd-DOTA complexes (Figure 1). The 

ligand DOTA was chosen for its high complexation affinity with Gd. To introduce the 

photoreactive moiety into DOTA a simple amidation reaction between DOTA-GA anhydride 

and 4-azidoaniline hydrochloride was utilized. Reaction was confirmed by 1H NMR with 

appearance of peaks at 7.6 and 7.0 ppm corresponding to the aromatic protons of aryl-azide 

group and at 7.3 ppm corresponding to the amide proton (Figure S1). Comparison between the 

intensity of the aromatic signals and the signals in the range 1.95-2.15 ppm corresponding to 

the methylene group of the spacer confirmed a 70% yield for amidation. 13C NMR spectrum 



also proved the formation of DOTA-N3 with the coexistence of the two isomers 1 and 2 shown 

in Figure 1 whose presence was confirmed by the peaks at 61 and 64 ppm corresponding to the 

methine groups and the peaks at 173 and 174 ppm corresponding to the amide groups of 2 and 

1, respectively (Figure S2).  TOF-MS analysis also confirmed the formation of DOTA-N3 with 

a peak at 593.27 Da [M + H+].  

Interestingly, while DOTA is known for its quantitative complexation of Gd [35-36], we found 

that the modification of DOTA with aryl azide reduced its complexation efficacy significantly, 

despite all coordination sites still being available. Although multiple parameters of the 

complexation reaction have been varied, the efficacy of Gd complexation only ranged between 

14-30% (Table S1). This rather low complexation efficacy might be explained by the presence 

of the isomer 2 that presents three carboxylic groups similar to the isomer 1, ie. close to the 

cycle, but a fourth one that is further distant by two methylene groups, which may decrease the 

overall complexation efficiency of the DOTA-N3 isomer mixture. The lower complexation 

efficacy could also be explained low by the substituent used in this work as complexation of 

Gd on DOTA-GA derivatives is known to be strongly influenced by the nature of the 

substituent. DOTA-GA derivatives similar to ours, i.e. with an amide bond linked to the DOTA 

cycle by two methylene groups, are reported to be less favorable structure for Gd complexation 

due to both the lower value of the first protonation constant and by the weaker interaction 

between the amide O-atom and Gd3+ ion associated with the formation of a less stable six-

membered chelate ring.37 In our case, the additional presence of the aromatic ring, that may 

hinder the motion towards a stable chelate ring, and the possible influence of the azide group 

could further explain the limited complexation efficacy encountered  

Gd-DOTA-N3 with the highest Gd content (30%) was further used to functionalize polymer 

substrates without further purification as we demonstrated in our previous work32 that 

hydrophilic molecules that are not functionalized by aryl-azide moieties cannot be attached to 

polymer substrates under the conditions used and are removed by the washing procedures. 

Plates made of PLA and PP of medical grade were selected as model surfaces. Conditions for 

the surface photoinsertion of Gd-DOTA-N3 were identical for both polymers and consisted in 

5 sequences of spray coating of methanolic solution of Gd-DOTA-N3, UV irradiation at 254 

nm and subsequent rinsing of the non-anchored Gd-DOTA-N3. The efficiency of Gd-DOTA-

N3 immobilization was confirmed via MRI-imaging experiments and, for implanted materials, 

by ICP-MS analyses (see section 3.3.1).  



 

Figure 1. Synthesis of Gd-DOTA-N3 and immobilization by photoinsertion on polymer 

substrates. 

 

 

3.2. Biocompatibility  

Cytotoxicity of modified Gd-DOTA-N3 PLA and PP polymers was assessed by direct contact 

method with L929 fibroblasts. Results were compared to non-modified PLA and PP polymers 

and to no polymer at all (Figure 2A). After 48h exposure, cell viability was around 96%-100% 

compared to the control without polymer. These results demonstrate that none of the Gd-DOTA 

functionalized polymers and their non-modified counterparts are toxic. A Kruskal-Wallis test 

confirmed that there is no statistical difference between the two groups (p = 0.7).  

Additionally , biomaterials should possess the ability to support cell growth. To quantify L929 

fibroblasts proliferation we measured the ability of metabolically active cells to reduce 

Prestoblue® resazurin‐based compound at 24, 48 and 120 h (Figure 2B). Results showed that 

cell proliferation is similar on pristine polymer surfaces compared to surfaces modified with 

Gd-DOTA-N3. There is no statistical difference between control polymer and modified Gd-

DOTA-N3 (Mann-Whitney, p=0.9 for PLA and p=0.5 for PP surfaces).  



Thus, by covalently immobilizing contrast agents at the surface of PLA and PP polymers, we 

were able to obtain a biomaterial supporting cell growth, while presenting multifunctionality, 

namely preserved bulk properties (e.g. mechanical properties) and MRI visibility. 

 

Figure 2. Cytocompatibility of polypropylene (PP) and polylactide (PLA) modified with 

Gd-DOTA-N3. (A) Cytotoxicity effects of polymer on L929 cells after 48 h evaluated by  

PrestoBlue® assay (data are expressed as median and interquartile range with maximum and 

minimum data points , n =  4); and (B) L929 proliferation on modified surfaces compared to 

pristine surfaces at 1, 2 and 5 days (data are expressed as means ± SD and correspond to 

measurements with n =  4). (For sake of clarity TC controls compared to other surfaces are 

provided as supplementary data in Figure S3). 

 

3.3. In vitro MRI-imaging  

3.3.1. MRI visibility of polymeric substrates 

In order to verify the versatility of the methodology to render most polymeric IMD visible by 

MRI, we selected a variety of polymer largely used in fabricating MD. In addition to PLA and 

PP, plates made of PEEK and PU were modified as previously described. All plates were then 

embedded in agarose gel for MRI experiments. As shown in Figure 3A, all polymers modified 



with Gd-DOTA-N3 were visible using MRI spin echo sequence. PP and PU were more 

contrasted compared to PEEK and PLA. This observation is in agreement with our previous 

work, where in an effort to generate antibacterial polymer surfaces, we witnessed some 

variability in terms of insertion efficiency depending on the polymer substrate. This was 

attributed to the ability of the aryl-azide bearing (macro)molecules to interact with the surface, 

which depends strongly on the respective hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the two entities.32 It 

is therefore our belief that the difference of MRI signal intensity observed here are due to the 

variability of chemical affinity between the polymer substrates and the Gd-DOTA-N3.  

 

Figure 3. MRI visualization of polymer surfaces modified with Gd-DOTA-N3. Various 

polymers relevant in the frame of medical devices field are visualized by MRI (7T) following 

their surface modification with Gd-DOTA-N3. (A) poly(ether ether ketone), polyurethane, 

polypropylene and polylactide plates.(B) polypropylene surgical mesh. 

 

Following the modification of PP plates, we also assessed the modification of PP meshes that 

are among the most largely implanted medical devices.38 Such surgical meshes are in fact used 

for the treatment of hernia as well as in procedures aimed at treating pelvic organ prolapse. 



Numerous recent studies focused therefore on the improvement of this type of MD by making 

them trackable using MRI to follow their morphology (contraction) and position (folding, 

migration) changes.20-21, 39-40 The PP meshes were modified using the same procedure as the 

one used for the plates. ICP-MS analyses confirmed the surface functionalization with a 

concentration of Gd of 73 ng/mg of mesh. Considering the areal density (72g/m2), the surface 

of the meshes (1.91 m2/m2) and the complexation efficacy this value corresponds to a grafting 

density of 3.3 nmol/cm2 of Gd3+ and 11 nmol/cm2 of Gd-DOTA-N3. In vitro MRI confirmed 

the good visibility of the modified PP mesh with a strong hypersignal obtained under the 

conditions selected for the spin echo sequence (Figure 3B). 

 

3.3.2. Persistence of MRI visibility of PP meshes  

 Prior to in vivo tests, detectability and stability of the surface modification, and therefore of the 

imaging properties of the modified meshes were assessed over 12 months. For this, agarose gels 

embedding the modified meshes were stored over one year at 4°C. Compared MRI-visibility at 

0 and 1 year are shown in Figure 4A. Using MATLAB programming language the signal 

surrounding the implant was isolated allowing for an image treatment (Figure 4B), and 

determination of the intensity of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) from meshes. 

 



 

Figure 4. In vitro MRI visualization of modified PP meshes. T1-weighted 2D spin echo 

images were acquired using 9.4T Agilent horizontal bore scanner. (A) Stability study over one 

year using the raw signal. (B) Stability study over one year using the intensity of the signal to 

noise ratio (SNR). 

Although a clear SNR decrease (70%) was witnessed over the one-year storage period (Figure 

5A), the modified PP mesh was still detectable. This SNR decrease could be due to partial 

release of Gd from the chelate. In fact, despite the use of DOTA as chelate, its modification 

may have led to a decrease of complexation constant that is highly sensitive to the chelate 

molecular structure.41-43. More in-depth study of this aspect was beyond the scope of the present 

work but should be investigated in the future. 



 

Figure 5. Intensity of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) from meshes. T1-weighted 2D spin 

echo images were acquired using 9.4T Agilent horizontal bore scanner. (A) in vitro stability 

study over one year (single measurement). (B) in vivo stability study over three weeks (data are 

expressed as means ± SD and correspond to measurements with n = 3) 

 

3.4. In vivo MRI-imaging  

In vivo visibility and stability was evaluated by T1-weighted MRI at 9.4T and performed at 

different time points after the implantation of PP meshes in rats. Each rat was implanted with a 

control mesh and a MRI-visible modified mesh (Figure 6A). The same batch of PP meshes used 

for in vitro evaluations was implanted. Whereas pristine PP meshes were not detected, PP 

meshes modified with Gd-DOTA-N3 were clearly visible at 1-week post-implantation. In more 

det, under the selected in vivo MRI conditions, modified PP-mesh appeared in hyposignal 

within a region of hypersignal (Figure 6B). This hypersignal was attributed to the presence of 

the Gd at the surface of the mesh interacting with the surrounding water molecules, and to a 

minor inflammation contribution. This second contribution is also seen in the area of the non-

modified control mesh, but as expected the absence of Gd did not allow to visualize the control 

mesh. Following a treatment of the data with MATLAB (procedure developed at the 

BioNanoImaging Foundry user facility), results show a strong signal enhancement in 

normalized SNR for the modified PP-meshes 1 week after implantation, which decreased 

rapidly in time (Figure 6C). After 2 weeks SNR was only 10% compared to 1 week, and 4% 

after 3 weeks of implantation (Figure 5B). Similar to the in vitro observations, a significant 

decrease of visibility is witnessed in vivo at an even faster rate. This rapid loss of signal might 

be due to the presence of metals that have high affinity for the Gd-binding ligand like Zn2+, 

Cu2+, or Fe3+ and/or the presence of ligands with high affinity for Gd such as phosphate and 



carbonate. However, these in vivo experiments confirmed the potential of the proposed strategy 

that allows for the MRI visualization of commercial off-the-shelf medical devices. 

 

 

Figure 6. In vivo MRI visualization of modified PP meshes. (A) Intermuscular lumbar 

muscle implantation of control and modified meshes. (B) Typical native MRI signal at 1 week 

post-implantation (water reference is visible on the top left corner). (C) Visibility of the 

modified mesh over 3 weeks using the intensity of the signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

3.5. Histopathological evaluation  

Scaffold integration was evaluated by microscopic staining of the HES slides after a 1-month 

dorsal implantation into rats (Figure 7A-C). Meshes threads appeared as a white elongated 

regular material on the histological sections (black arrows). We observed minimal cicatricial 

fibrosis (green arrows) associated with a moderate cellular inflammatory reaction around 

meshes (blue arrow). Presence of macrophages and multinucleated giant cells were observed, 



characteristics of a classic foreign body reaction.  Grading of the inflammation was carried out 

in terms of intensity and spreading (Figure 7D). Tissues at the surgical site of rats having 

received the same surgical procedure but without any mesh implantation were used as control 

to determine the absence of inflammatory zone and of lesion spreading (level 0). There is no 

microscopic difference between pristine and modified PP meshes regarding to lesions intensity 

and spreading.   

 

Figure 7. Histological evaluation of PP mesh and PP-mesh modified with Gd-DOTA-N3 

(images were captured using 5× magnification by light microscopy). (A, B, C) typical 

histological section (HES, x5) with muscle tissues (red arrows), fat tissue (grey arrows), mesh 

(black arrows), inflammation (blue arrows), and fibrosis (green arrows). (D) Grading of 

inflammation in implanted rats (n=4).  (A) Control tissues at the surgical site of rats having 

received the same surgical procedure but without any mesh implantation; (B) tissues 

surrounding non-modified PP meshes; and (C) tissues surrounding the Gd-DOTA-N3 modified 

PP meshes.  

 

3.6. Biodistribution of Gd 

To evaluate the stability of Gd immobilization at the surface of the PP meshes, Gd 

biodistribution was assessed at 1-month post-implantation. Following the sacrifice of rats 

implanted with modified meshes (Group 1), liver, kidneys, skin and bone samples were 

explanted. For skin and bone samples, sites of sampling were chosen in the closest vicinity to 



the implanted meshes (cf. experimental part). After mineralization of the tissues, ICP-MS 

analyses were carried out to quantify their Gd content. Tissues from rats having surgery without 

mesh implantation have been used as negative controls (Supp data Figure S4). In parallel, 

concentrations of Gd were also assessed in tissues from rats having received only a bolus 

injection of the clinical contrast agent Dotarem® (Guerbet, France) at the dose prescribed by 

the supplier and sacrificed also at 1-month post-injection (Group 2). As expected, Gd mostly 

accumulated in the kidneys at a dose of 0.37 ng/mg of organ after the bolus injection. The other 

tissues only displayed marginal concentrations of Gd (Figure 8 inset). In contrast, Gd released 

from the mesh accumulated in all tested tissues but at low doses (Figure 8). The highest 

concentration was found in skin (0.15 ng/mg of organ), followed by kidneys (0.09 ng/mg of 

organ), bone (0.05 ng/mg of organ) and liver (0.02 ng/mg of organ). The cumulated 

concentration of Gd released from the modified mesh was of 0.31 ng/mg of organ, which is in 

the same range as the value found for the bolus injection. This is surprising considering the 

4000 times lower dose of Gd present on the implanted meshes (800 ng of Gd per mesh as 

quantified by ICP-MS) compared with the dose of Gd injected using Dotarem® (3 mg of Gd 

per rat).  

This result highlights the impact of the formulation and location of the Gd source. Although 

high doses of Gd are injected when using Dotarem® clinical formulations, it is rapidly 

eliminated with a terminal halflife for blood elimination of about 1.5 hours when administered 

to subjects with normal renal function.44 In addition, being almost exclusively eliminated via 

the kidney it mainly accumulates in this organ, and only marginally accumulates in other organs 

and tissues (mainly liver and bone).45 In contrast, despite low initial amounts of Gd on the 

modified meshes, its partial release in the surrounding tissues strongly modifies its 

biodistribution. In particular, it is found in cutaneous samples that are adjacent to the surgical 

site (skin explants were taken from the site of surgery), which in the case of bolus injection of 

Dotarem®, is only observed in skin biopsies of NSF patients, although a recent study also 

demonstrated the possibility of Gd deposition in the skin of a patient with normal renal 

function.46 In our case, the difference observed in terms of biodistribution are likely related to 

the physiological conditions found at the site of injection/implantation (e.g. transmetallation43). 

It is also reported that several classes of proteins act as potential hosts for the Gd3+ ion such as 

Ca2+-binding proteins, which constitute one of the largest class of metalloproteins present in the 

extracellular and intracellular space or glycosaminoglycans, which are components of the 

extracellular matrix, for example, in the skin and bones, and have strong complexing ability.47-



48 It is therefore expected that the biodistribution of Gd strongly differs when injected in blood 

or implanted in conjunctive tissues. This finding further demonstrates that in the frame of MRI-

visible medical devices, it is of prime importance to strongly reduce the overall amount of 

contrast agent immobilized at the surface.  

 

Figure 8. Biodistribution of gadolinium: mesh implantation vs. bolus injection. 

Concentration of Gd in the organs of rats implanted with meshes modified with Gd-DOTA-N3 

(plain bars, Group 1) at 1-month post-implantation, and of rats having received a bolus injection 

of Dotarem® (empty bars, Group 2) at 1-month post-injection (data are expressed as means ± 

SD and correspond to measurements with n = 4 for Group 1, and n = 3 for Group 2). Inset 

corresponds to a zoom of the y axis to visualize the biodistribution of Gd in skin, bone and liver 

for Group 2. 

Conclusion 

Rendering polymeric biomaterials MRI-visible by utilizing the photomodification with aryl 

azide modified Gd-DOTA complexes is a straight forward and very easy to implement method. 

However, the introduction of the photoreactive moiety into the DOTA ligand structure, impedes 

its complexation efficacy towards Gd significantly. While visibility is initially sufficiently high, 

the effect is only medium term.  To ensure high contrast long term, there is still need for future 

development to further increase the stability of the Gd-complex. Nevertheless, the approach 



proposed in this work appears as an attractive mean to easily yield MRI-visibility while 

guaranteeing low doses of contrast agents. 
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